Interaction between the constituent A and B lens alpha-crystallin subunits leading to formation of alpha-neoprotein molecules.
A and B constituent subunits associated in lens alpha-crystallin were found to interact with added B chains forming alpha-neoprotein molecules with lower A to B chain ratios than 2 A to 1 B in alpha-crystallin. Addition of 1% excess of B chains to the one in alpha-crystallin, which resulted in a ratio of 1.98 A to 1 B in the mixture, caused a change of quaternary structure in 30% of alpha-crystallin molecules within 18 h. At a ratio of 1.86 A to 1 B, all alpha-crystallin molecules were affected at this time. A maximum number of 495 B chains was found to form an association with 1 A chain, initially bound in alpha-crystallin. Such a high number may indicate that the reaction involves monomeric A chains binding aggregated macromolecules of B chains. It is in such form that B chains occur as macromolecules with an average molecular weight of 0.7 X 10(6) in aqueous solution. The alpha-neoprotein molecules selected for studies in this report had A to B chain ratios of 1.75:1, 1:1, and 0.2:1. Each behaved in immunodiffusion tests like single molecular entities. Antigenic determinants located on A as well as on B chains associated with each other in alpha-crystallin were found to be identical with determinants on the chains associated in the above alpha-neoprotein molecules. Determinants dependent on the quaternary structure of alpha-neoprotein and of alpha-crystallin molecules were completely different. Some of the quaternary determinants of various alpha-neoproteins were type specific and did not occur in molecules with different A to B chain ratios. Other quaternary determinants occurred in all alpha-neoproteins. An excess of A chains did not revert alpha-neoproteins to alpha-crystallin. However, alpha-neoprotein molecules did interact with added B chains forming neomolecules with lower A to B chain ratios.